GET A HOLD OF REAL TOUGH,
HEAVY-DUTY SWITCHES
Unlike the Ethernet switches in your wiring closet or computer center,
the Ethernet switches at the edges of your network have to put up with
the bumps and dirt that happen out in the real world. When you’re
investing several hundred dollars into your network communications, the
last thing you want is the environment terrorizing your equipment.
Heavy-Duty Edge Switches come in versions suitable for many different
environmental conditions and power types, they can be matched to any
location ranging from offices to factory floors—even outdoors with
protection from rain and standing water.
Check out the Hardened, Standard, or Extreme versions.
Because all three types work together seamlessly, you can use the
inexpensive Standard Switches in protected office environments and
choose the more robust Hardened or Extreme Heavy-Duty Edge
Switches for harsh locations at your network’s edge.

Hardened Heavy-Duty Edge Switch

Easy to set up.
Heavy-Duty Edge Switches are literally plug-and-play. All copper ports
are autosensing for speed and duplex, adjusting to the connected device
automatically. Plus, the UTP ports feature Auto MDI/MDI-X,
eliminating the need for crossover cables.
Fast, redundant backup.
Heavy-Duty Edge Switches feature Link-Loss-Learn (LLL) for fast
network recovery when using the switches in a redundant application. In
a normal network situation where you have a primary link and a backup

link, the network can take as much as a few minutes to recover after the
primary link goes down. This is because, when the link breaks, the
switch will use its old MAC address table to try to send data to the
disabled port.
However, if a link breaks with LLL in place, the switch senses the
disconnect and instantly clears its MAC address table, forcing a new
address table that includes the new link.
Use them nearly anywhere.
Use Heavy-Duty Edge Switches as standalone or wallmounted units.
You can also rackmount up to eight units in the optional Rackmount
Tray. We also offer 24-VDC versions that can be mounted on a DIN rail.
To DIN rail mount the other switches, simply order the optional DIN
Rail Mounting Kit.
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